Take advantage of carefully developed packages of energy data management tools and expert advice tailored to suit your energy management requirements. Regardless of whether you need fast, low-budget solutions or a highly sophisticated level of energy management, Siemens has the right package for you to start cutting costs.

**Bronze Package**
- For users who need to start their energy data management immediately with a simple, manual entry solution
- Daily load profile to obtain daily consumption values at site and operational levels
- Distribution of energy costs for a breakdown by measured area

**Silver Package**
- For users who need to obtain regular and automated reports and master the basics of energy data management
- Bronze-level functions and tools
- Automated data acquisition
- Time-based energy consumption statistics to let you see how your savings measures are progressing

**Gold Package**
- For users who need to turn their energy data into cost-saving business decisions with more powerful reporting and individualized analytics
- Silver-level functions and tools
- Energy KPI reporting, Weather Normalization and site-level 15 minute load profiles
- Analyses of non-productive times, load scheduling optimization analytics, purchasing optimization and KPI analytics

**Platinum Package**
- For users who need to formalize their energy management processes with ISO 50001 and want to achieve maximum energy efficiency
- Machine-level optimization analytics
- Consumption forecasting reports
- ISO 50001 transparency report

**Plus**
Want more? Why not individualize your energy data management with add-ons such as customized reports, corporate level reporting or additional hardware.

**Explore more online**
Can’t decide how much energy management you need yet? Come and explore the Energy Analytics infrastructure setup, view sample reports and analytics through our demonstration site or start designing your system today with our online configurator. Come see for yourself at:
siemens.com/energyanalytics